In present paper, buckling analysis is performed over laminated composite beam incorporating multi walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) polymer matrix and then reinforced with E-glass fiber in an orthotropic manner under inplane varying thermal and mechanical loads by finite element method (FEM). Aim of the study is to develop a model which accurately perform the buckling deterministic analysis of multi-walled carbon nanotube reinforced composite laminated beam (MWCNTRCLB) with the evaluation of material property by applying Halpin-Tsai model. Combined Higher order shear deformation theory and Pasternak elastic foundation based on von Karman nonlinear kinematics and Winkler cubic nonlinearity respectively, are successfully implemented. Through minimum potential energy principle, generalized static analysis is performed using FEM, based on interactive MATLAB coding. The critical buckling load and critical buckling temperature is presented under the action of inplane variable mechanical and thermal load, with different boundary conditions, beam thickness ratio and MWCNT aspect ratio, variation with MWCNT volume fraction and coefficient of thermal expansion, with and without foundation for linear and nonlinear cases.
bon nanotube (MWCNT) and E-glass reinforced, for better structural, aviation, naval, civil infrastructure and many more applications. Though the numerous study has been done over the laminated composite material, the buckling in the structures is one of the often cause of the failure [1] [2] [3] . So it becomes essential to study and analyze the mechanism of the buckling in the laminated composite beam and try to improve the strength against the buckling. However, to predict the accurate response of the material characteristics is one of the challenging problem. This leads to study of the buckling behaviour of fiber reinforced polymer composite and then improve the performance by addition of the carbon nanotube (CNT) in the laminated composite beam.
The researchers showed that the addition of CNT's in the polymer matrices can lead to significant improvement in the composite properties even at very low volume fractions of CNTs. Chavan and Lal [4] , Huang et al. [5] , Vo-duy et al. [6] effectively evaluated elastic properties of the uniformly dispersed functionally graded CNT reinforced composites by Mori Tanaka method or extended rule of mixture. Gunay [7] examined the stress transfer behaviour in single walled carbon nanotube reinforced composites. The modelling of three layers of interface, matrix and CNT done together. Lal and Markad [8] , Arani and Zamani [9] examined the performance of carbon nanotube reinforced laminated composite material. The Mori Tanaka, rule of mixture and Halpin TSai approach successfully implemented in paper for evaluation of material properties influenced by aggregation of CNTs and UD-CNT. Similarly Thakur et al. [10] utilized the Halpin TSai model to find the elastic properties of nano clay platelets with CNTRC system. Yip et al. [11] reported the fabrication of graphite reinforced polymer laminated composite (GRPC) for checking the shear and bending strength of CNT reinforced composites with different volume fractions. The work was extended by Islam et al. [12] showing the effect of modification of matrix material. Zaeri et al. [13] added nanoclay and MWCNT into matrix and performed dynamic mechanical analysis, low impact test and bending test. Coordinates of CNT and interrelation between 2, 3, 4 atoms were represented with the help of several codes. Cantournet [14] investigated the mechanical behaviour of elastomeric material as carbon nanotubes. Stress-strain behaviour of elastomers under tension and compression were presented and also explained nature of material behaviour with incorporation of MWCNT in different volume fractions.
Buckling is the sudden sideway deflection occurred in beam, plate, shell whenever axially loaded the member. The beam or panels are generally equilibrium state under low inplane compressive loads, but they will go under nonequilibrium state whenever magnitude of load is get increased. So, it can say that stage occurs where fiat beam configuration is no more remains and sudden sideway deflection observed Bipin et al. [15] . Kumar and Srinivas [16, 17] , Thomas and Suresh [18] , Fan [19] were investigated the buckling analysis of functionally graded (FG) CNT beam, and also the material property of the composites were found either by Mori Tanaka or rule of mixture method. Many of them also analyzed the effect of beam aspect ratio, volume fraction of CNT (Vcnt) over buckling response of the beam. Yas et al. [20] used the rule of mixture for calculation of material property of composite CNTRC beam. Using generalized differential quadrature method (GDQM) with Hamilton's principle the equations were formulated for the analysis. Their study also revealed the effect of foundation, Vcnt, beam slenderness ratio with boundary condition. Vodenitcharova et al. [21] examined the effect of local buckling over SWCNTR beam and reported that, thick matrix SWCNT layer buckles locally at minimum bending angle with large flattening ratios. Madhu et al. [22] dealed with the buckling analysis of CNTR polymer composite plate with Mori Tanaka method for elastic material property evaluation. Using classical laminate theory (CLT) buckling behaviour examined with varying plate aspect ratio. Kahya et al. [23] analyzed the composite laminated beam (CLB) by FEM for predicting the buckling response using first order shear deformation (FSDT) theory under different boundary conditions and laminate stacking sequence. Atlihan [24] investigated the buckling response of the laminated composite beam by application of unit compressive load over free end of the beam. Also effect of ply orientation, boundary condition and stacking sequence were observed through numerical study. Kim et al. [25] , Lim and Parsons [26] used the finite element (FE) formulation for composite beam and shell element to find the buckling and post buckling response with langrage multiplier enforcing boundary conditions and kinematic constraints. Narendar [27] used the isotropic graphane sheet for the nonlocal small effect of buckling analysis using variable refined plate theory. Pradhan [28] used HSDT approach with Eringen to predict the buckling behaviour of isotropic one layer graphene sheet and obtained solution for critical buckling load (CBL). Chaudhari et al. [29] performed the thermo-mechanical post buckling analysis utilizing the HSDT with von Karman nonlinearity. Rafiee et al. [30] studied response of epoxy/graphene nanocomposite beam experimentally and observed that with small percentage of addition of graphene platelets in matrix improves the performance beam in terms of CBL. Khdeir and Reddy [31] studied the rectangular beam for buckling analysis with refined beam theory under different boundary conditions. Also relation between classical and shear deformation theory were established. Karamanli and Aydogdu [32] performed the buckling analysis of CLB with the inplane variable load with different boundary conditions and beam aspect ratio.
There are many unobvious situations may arise during working where extensive temperature change may get occurred. For example, fire in case of civil structural and ship panel's case, rockets and spaceships earth reentry. Similar to mechanical buckling, instability in the structures may get arise if thermal stress distribution inherently increases. Or if beam is clamped from both the ends, and heated then thermal compressive stresses are setup into the beam. If this value reaches to critical level, then buckling will get produce and this is termed as critical buckling temperature (CBT). Bouazza et al. [33] and Aydogdu [34] analyzed the CLB subjected to uniform distribution of temperature along the thickness under simply support condition or sets of boundary conditions. Shen and Xiang [35] and Yaghoobi et al. [36] focused on thermal post buckling analysis of FG-CNTRC and FG beam in thermal environment respectively. Functionally graded and uniformly distributed reinforcement types of beam were considered. Yaghoobi et al. also utilized the nonlinear elastic foundation under thermo-mechanical loading. Similarly Li and Batra [37] and Li and Qiao [38] utilized the nonlinear/linear foundation for the buckling analysis of Euler's Bernoulli beam and anisotropic beam respectively. Li and Song [39] performed the large thermal deflection analysis of Timoshenko beam experiencing nonuniform temperature rise. Pesic et al. [40] predicted the thermo-mechanical loading response on 3D framed thin walled open cross section. The properties were utilized are the temperature dependent so that when temperature increased the material property will reduced down. Yazdani et al. [41] used the CLB with piezoelectric layer for the buckling analysis subjected to uniform voltage and temperature, under various boundary conditions. Liu et al. [42] checked the response of composite column for the non-uniform distribution of temperature and compressive loading. When heat flux is experienced by the one end of structure. Lee and Choi [43] in-vestigated the ability of the shape recovery force with thermal buckling and post buckling of shape memory alloy (SMA) beam. Fu et al. [44] and Akbas [45] performed the thermal buckling and post buckling analysis of CLB under uniform rise in temperature and different boundary conditions. Kocatürk and Akbas [46, 47] analyzed the Timoshenko FG beam with full non-linearity by lagrangian approximation subjected to thermal loading. Post buckling analysis of considered FG beam were performed with considering the material properties to be temperature dependent.
Available study shows that, in case buckling analysis of beam/panel member, the uniform axial load or uniform thermal load has been considered. With the case of thermal buckling, the buckling has been considered to be occurred because of increased temperature of the member or applying thermal atmosphere. But as stated by Hurang et al. [48] , variation in the axial load study have very wide range of scope in practical point of view. In case of space shuttle, whenever it re-enters into earth orbit, it has to be bear variable axial thermal load. Also, there are certain structures who experienced the variable mechanical load at different axial position during their working conditions. By considering all this facts, it is become essential to perform the buckling analysis of structural member like beam who considers the variable inplane axial mechanical load (VIAML) as well as variable inplane axial thermal load (VI-ATL). One more observation comes out from the available literature, is that, the buckling performance of the beam/ plate tried to increase by addition of SWCNT or MWCNT or nanoclay, reinforcing with either FG or fiber. But no one has performed the critical buckling analysis considering matrix and MWCNT, matrix and SWCNT as a new matrix which reinforced into fiber, and observing the effect of variation of CNT parameters under different boundary conditions, along with foundation effect.
In the present study, multi walled carbon nanotube reinforced composite laminated beam (MWCNTRCLB) is used for the linear and nonlinear critical buckling analysis using HSDT and von Karman nonlinearity. The effect of SWCNT, MWCNT with varying aspect ratio and CNT volume fraction studied for critical buckling analysis. The MWCNTRCLB is subjected to axially varying inplane mechanical and thermal loading along the length. In addition, the buckling performance of the composite beam is analyzed for different beam aspect ratio, boundary conditions, stacking sequence and orientations, ratio of coefficient of thermal expansion with and without Pasternak-Winkler foundation parameters. Figure 1 shows the MWCNTRCLB with length of the 'a', width of the 'b' and thickness 'h' along X, Y and Z direction respectively. The beam is experiencing the (VIAML-N mx n ) as well as (VIATL-N Tx n ) at its end. The graphical view of VI-AML/VIATL is shown in the Figure 2 . It is assumed that beam is supported with elastic foundation excluding any separation between beam and supporting foundation.
The interaction between supporting foundation and MWCNTRCLB can be presented as, Lal et al. [4, 8] 
The above expression p is the reaction force exerted by spring on the beam and w is the displacement of the CLB along Z direction. The parameters K 1 , K 2 , K 3 are the linear normal spring, Pasternak (shear) and nonlinear normal spring stiffness parameters of foundation system, respectively.
Elastic material property calculation of MWCNTRC
MWCNT and matrix is added together to form new matrix, which is further reinforced with fiber. The elastic material property of this three phase composite is evaluated by applying Halpin Tsai approach. Eq. (2) shows the elastic modulus of combined CNT and matrix, termed as new matrix, which can be expressed as, Kumar and Srinivas [16, 17] , Lal et al. [4, 8] 
Where Em and L=a are the elastic modulus of epoxy and length of MWCNTs. t is the thickness of MWCNT which can be evaluated as, Effective modulus of elasticity of MWCNT can be written as,
Where, Nw shows number of walls used in CNTs. h in is the inner wall spacing, Y cnt i elastic property in terms of shear moduli, elastic modulii, poissons ratio and density of SWCNT.
Further using micromechanical approach, the longitudinal, transverse and shear modulus of composite can be expressed as, Bhardwaj et al. [52] ,
The Poisson's ratio of the composite material can be shown by,
Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) along X and Y direction by Shapery model can be expressed as, Lal et al. [8] 
Displacement field equation
Displacement field equation for an arbitrary MWCNTRCB along X and Z direction based on HSDT utilizing C ∘ continuity for computational simplicity can be represented as, Reddy [50, 51] u
w (x, z) = w with c 1 = 1, c 2 = 4/3h 2
In this expression mid-plane axial, transverse displacement, rotation of normal to the mid-plane along y-axis and slope along x-axis represented as u, w, ψx and ϕ = ∂w/∂x respectively. A C ∘ continuous isoparametric FE approach with four degrees of freedom (DOFs) per node is proposed for present formulation, and can be written as
Stress-strain relationship
The total strain vector can be written as,
The Eq. (10a) can be further written as [4, 8] 
are the linear, non-linear and thermal strain vectors, [B] and {q} are the strain displacement matrix and displacement field vector, {α 1 } is coefficients of thermal expansion along the x direction respectively. ∆Tis the (∆T = T − T 0 ) change in temperature in the MWCNTRCB considered as varying distribution over entire length of beam with T is the applied temperature and T 0 is the atmospheric temperature considered as 300K in present analysis. For the plane stress condition, the stress strain relationship can be represented as, Lal et al. [8] {︃ σx τxz
Transformed reduce matrix Q ij (i, j = 1, 5) can be represented as, 21 ;
Where θ k is the fiber orientation.
Strain energy of MWCNTRCLB
The strain energy (Π 1 ) of the MWCNTRCLB for large deformation can be written as,
The total stain energy (U) consisting of linear (U L ) and nonlinear (U NL ) of the MWCNTRCLB is expressed as, Lal et al.
}︁ is linear and nonlinear strain vectors and D, D 1 , D 2 and D 3 are the elastic stiffness matrices for linear and nonlinear case of the MWCNTRCLB, respectively [8] .
strain energy of foundation system
The strain energy due to elastic foundation (Π F ) considering shear deformable layer with Winkler cubic nonlinearity is written as, Lal et al. [8] 
The strain energy due to the foundation is rearranged in matrix form and expressed as
Work done due to mechanical and thermal loadings
Work done due to VIAML (Π 2M ) and VIATL (Π 2T ) can be written as,
Where p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 , are input varying factors shown in Figure 2 .
Finite element modeling
Displacement vector and field vector expressed as, Chaudhari et al. [29] 
Where, N i = interpolation function for the ith node; {q} i = the vector of unknown displacements for the ith node; NN = the number of nodes per element; x i = Cartesian coordinate.
The linear interpolation for axial displacement and rotation of normal and Hermite cubic interpolation functions using finite element model Eq. (17), Eq. (12) can be expressed as,
Where, NE and (e) denote the number of elements and elemental, respectively. Eq. (18) can be further expressed as,
, are the global linear, nonlinear stiffness matrices and global displacement vector, respectively. Using finite element model Eq. (14), Eq. (15) after assembly procedure for foundation analysis can be written as,
is the global linear and nonlinear foundation stiffness matrices, respectively. Using finite element model Eq. (16) after summing over the entire element work done due to applied loading can be written as,
Where, λ and [Kg] are defined as the thermal or mechanical buckling load parameters and the global geometric stiffness matrix, respectively.
Governing buckling equation
The governing equation for the nonlinear static analysis can be derived using Variational principle, which is generalization of the principle of virtual displacement. For the buckling analysis, the minimization of first variation of total potential energy Π (Π 1 + Π F − Π 2 ) with respect to displacement vector is given by,
By substituting the Eq. (19), Eq. (20), Eq. (21) and Eq. (14) and obtains as
consists of linear and nonlinear beam and foundation stiffness matrices and geometric stiffness matrix [Kg] . The parameters {q} is the transverse deflection. The solution of Eq. (23) can be obtained using standard solution procedure such as direct iterative, incremental and/ or Newton-Raphson method etc. However, Newton Raphson method is one of the most popular and widely used solution procedure due to fast convergence at higher amplitude.
Solution Approach: Direct iterative method
The system of nonlinear static Eq. (23), can be written as, Chaudhari et al. [29] [ (1) and (2), to obtained converged buckling parameter with prescribed accuracy of 10 −3 . 6. Repeat steps 1 to 5, for various values of C.
Result and Discussion
The present study is categorized in three sections. In first section, convergence and validation study is get performed. In second case, the post buckling analysis of MWC-NTRCLB under the action of variable inplane axial load is applied, and in third section, post buckling analysis of MWCNTRCLB with variable inplane axial thermal load through length of beam is get performed.
The CLB with two noded with four DOF is used for the present analysis.
The 
Convergence and validation study
The buckling analysis of the laminated composite beam under various boundary conditions is carried out in Table 1 by considering the different number of element (nel). In FEM method proper convergence of the modeling solution is essential so as to get the result near/follow with exact results. The material parameters used for the (0/90/0) composite beam is E 1 = 40 × E 2 , G 12 = 0.6 × E 2 , G 12 = G 13 , G 23 = 0.5 × E 2 , υ 12 = 0.25 and a/h = 5. Table 1 shows the convergence study for the buckling analysis of laminated composite under boundary condition of CC, CF, HH and CH support. Table 1 also presented the validation of dimensionless critical buckling load (ω × a 2 )/(E 2 × bh 3 ) with the results available in [23, 31] and it shows that present results using C ∘ FEM through HSDT the agreement with available results using FSDT and refined beam theory. The effective convergence results are obtained from initial, so for the convenience 30 number of elements were selected for the further study.
In the Table 2 , the accuracy of the present HSDT with FEM model of laminated composite beam is checked by comprising it with the [23, 49, 50] . For the validation purpose E 1 = 25 × E 2 , G 12 = 0.5 × E 2 , G 12 = G 13 , G 23 = 0.2 × E 2 , and υ 12 = 0.25 properties are get utilized with different stacking sequence (nL) and varying aspect ratio of the beam. The presented results using C ∘ FEM based on HSDT shows the very close agreement with the results presented in the literatures [23] using FSDT, [49, 50] using refined/lamination beam theory. One more observation is get concluded from the study is that, when fibers are orientated in a inplane loading direction, it resists more as compared to composites who oriented perpendicular to in- plane loading direction. So composites are having more longitudinal strength is also get resulted.
In the above analysis the effect of the uniformly distributed load in an inplane direction has been seen. But Figure 3 shows the effect of the inplane load which is axially varied with polynomial distribution on the critical buckling load parameters. The effect over the laminated composite beam under CC boundary condition, a/h=5, symmetric layups with material properties E 1 = 25 × E 2 , G 12 = 0.5 × E 2 , G 12 = G 13 , G 23 = 0.2 × E 2 , υ 12 = 0.25 presented. Observation clearly shows that with the application of the N mx 5 loading, maximum value of critical buckling load (CBL) is observed. As compared to inplane UDL, minimum CBL is observed under N mx 2 , N mx 4 , N mx 6 loadings and reverse is true with N mx 3 , N mx 5 loadings. Also, as the orientation angle is get increased, the critical buckling load parameter shows the significant effect. Observed results follow the same nature and close agreement with the result presented in [32] using deformable beam theory. Table 3 elaborate the detailed analysis of the three layered laminated composite beam for the critical buckling analysis under distributed compressive N mx 1 loading with varying the thickness ratio of beam under CC bound- ary condition. When only 0 ∘ and 90 ∘ combination is considered, then observation shows that all fibers orientated along longitudinal direction gives maximum value of critical buckling load and lowest critical buckling load is observed when all fibers are oriented in transverse direction to that of applied loading. So precaution should to take that, all fibers are not strictly oriented in 90 ∘ during compressive axial distributed loading otherwise beam will get buckled earlier than required. Study also shows that the other ply orientations like 15 ∘ , 45 ∘ , 90 ∘ etc. are utilized with 0 ∘ and whenever these are placed at second ply position, gives the maximum strength that is maximum value of critical buckling load than any other orientation combination in their respective orientation.
Parametric Study under mechanical loading
Under this study section the three phase material laminated composite beam is get considered. Three phase laminated composite beam is get prepared by two phase matrix which is the combination of matrix and MWCNT and fiber. In this section very first time the effect of SWCNT, MWCNT, the volume fraction of CNT, length to diameter ratio of CNT, ratio of coefficient of thermal expansion, effect of number of walls of CNT, beam aspect ratio with various boundary conditions are get studied to find the critical buckling load with the application of variable inplane loads.
Halpin Tsai model is get utilized for predicting the effective material property of the MWCNTRCs. Poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA), is selected as a matrix, and its material properties assumed as Em = 2.5GPa, υm = 0.3, ρm = 1180Kg/m 3 . The arm chair (10, 10) SWCNT is reinforced into the matrix to get the new two phase matrix, for that material properties are selected as, E cnt = 1.0TPa, ρ cnt = 1300Kg/m 3 , υ cnt = 0.28, L cnt /d cnt = 100, h in = 1.5 × t cnt and α 11 = 5.168 × 10 −6 also in the present study it is assumed that α 11 is constant for all layers. The material properties the E-glass fiber are taken as in the form of Young's modulus, shear modulus and Poisson ratio as E f = 69GPa, G f = 28.28GPa and υ f = 0.22 respectively. Figure 4(a) shows the variation of elastic material property of three phase composite SWCNTRCs with the variation in the SWCNT volume fraction. It is observed that, as the CNT volume fraction increases in matrix, the overall elastic property of material increases very drastically. The correctness of the present approach is checked by validating it with the [8] . Similarly Figure 4(b) shows the variation in the coefficient of thermal expansion α 11 and α 12 which is shown the downward nature with the increasing volume fraction of CNT. The presented result shows very close agreement with the available results from the literature. Figure 5 shows the linear variation occurred in the critical buckling load with respect to boundary condition and thickness ratio. SWCNT with 0.15 CNT volume fraction is considered for the study. The laminated composite beam (0/90/0) is experienced the uniformly distributed inplane axially varying load. Particular study focused to observe the effect of boundary conditions. So from the figure it is observed that the SWCNTRC beam under CC support possess the highest critical buckling load whereas with SS support possess the lowest critical buckling load. If compari- son is performed between the CC and SS boundary condition then critical buckling load under CC is 70% more. The nonlinear buckling behaviour of MWCNTRC beam under SS boundary condition, aspect ratio of 5 with N mx 1 uniformly distributed inplane polynomial loading for (0/90/0) presented in Table 4 under the effect of foundation stiffness K 1 = 1000, K 2 = 100, K 3 = 100. There are three types of effect has been studied under this study. First, effect of number of walls of CNT. Second, effect of variation of CNT volume fraction, and third, effect of foundation over MWCNTRC beam. With the case of foundation, when observing the CNTRLCB then observation shows that critical buckling load get increased by 1.0 to 1.5%, 0.5-1.0%, 0.5% with the use of mentioned foundation in case of SWC-NTRCLB. Similarly in MWCNTRCLB, critical buckling load get increased by 2.5 to 3.0%, 1.2 to 1.5%, 1.0% with the use of foundation parameters. Whenever MWCNT volume fraction is get varied from 0.1 to 0.3, then it is clearly observed that the beam stiffness is get increased and so resistance offered by it. With the increment in Vcnt from 0.1 to 0.2, the critical buckling load is get increased by 46%, from 0.2 to 0.3, the critical buckling load is get increased by 29% and if comparing Vcnt=0.1 to 0.3, then it is get increased by 62%. With the case of SWCNT and MWCNT use, it shows that SWCNT reinforcing into matrix is more effective than MWCNT because of its structural performance. The buckling resistance offered by the SWCNTRC is quite good over the MWCNTRC. Next observation comes out with the nature of nonlinearity (Wmax/h) when varied from 0.1 to 0.4, then magnitude of critical buckling load is get increased by amount of 2.5%. Figure 6 shows the effect of Winkler and Pasternak nonlinear foundation model effect over the critical buck- ling load under uniformly distributed inplane load N mx 1 , aspect ratio of 15, and SS boundary condition with 0.25% of SWCNT volume fraction on SWCNTRLCB. There are two observations comes out from the study. First, whenever foundation parameter doubled, the foundation supporting nature increases. Secondly, the effect of shear parameter K 2 . It is observed that as effect of shear foundation increases, the supporting strength of the foundation increases drastically. So Pasternak (shear) foundation stiffness is one of the important parameter in the support/foundation system. Table 5 gives the total study of effect of CNT utilization and its parameter variation over CBL under different polynomial inplane loading conditions. There are three types of study is get carried out under the chart. First observation gives the effect of SWCNT and MWCNT. Second observation gives the effect of CNT aspect ratio, and third study gives the effect of variation of h in /t cnt for SWCNT and MWCNT. For the applied inplane polynomial loading, when CNT aspect ratio increased from 20 to 100, the CBL is get increased by an amount of 65-70% for N mx 1 and 45% for other loadings. Increased in aspect ratio means availability of more surface area for utilization. When ratio of h in /t cnt increased from 0.5 to 1.5 in case MWCNT, then CBL carrying capacity is get reduced down by an amount of 10-15%. Third observation comes out regarding SWCNT and MWCNT use. With the utilization of SWCNTRCLB, the more buckling resistance is observed than MWCNTRCLB. Along with the stated observation, one more interesting observation noted down from the study. Whenever considering only SWCNT and double walled CNT (DWCNT), with h in /t cnt 0.5 with CNT aspect ratio of 60 and 100, DWCNTRCLB behaves superior than any other case. With the DWCNT and SWCNT aspect ratio of 60 and 100, 4.0-4.3% and 0.04-0.05% more CBL is observed than SWCNT. General observation shows that, structural point of view SWCNT is comparably more efficient over MWCNT, but this study allows to facilitate the optional case with DWCNT for certain situation. With the further readings, SWCNT found to be dominant over the remaining cases. Figure 7 shows the effect of foundation (K 1 =10000, K 2 =100, K 3 =100) on non-dimensionalised CBL for SWCN-TRLCB of (0/90/0), CNT aspect ratio of 100, h in /t cnt =1.5, beam aspect ratio 10 under the CF boundary condition where 'n' is varying from 1 to 6. When nonlinearity is varying from 0 to 0.4, the CBL is increased by 3.7% for all type of polynomial loads. It is also observed that, with the appli- cation of foundation parameters, the CBL is get increased by an amount 2.5%. So it is clear that foundation provide more safety to the structure against buckling. Maximum CBL is observed with N mx 5 and with N mx 6 minimum CBL is get observed.
There are four inplane polynomial loading conditions are considered for the study of SWCNTRCLB with ply orientation (0/45/0), beam aspect ratio of 15, K 1 =10000, K 2 =100, K 3 =100 under CC boundary condition, to find out the 1 st , 2 nd , 3 rd and 4 th CBL. The first general observation found that magnitude of CBL increasing by 80-85% for linear and nonlinear states from first to last mode in Table 6 . Whenever considering the intermediate cases, then study shows that, from mode 1 to mode 2 -55%, from mode 2 to mode 3 -47%, from mode 3 to mode 4 -35% increment were noted in CBL. Similarly when effect of SWCNT volume fraction studied then it is observed that 45-47% increment were recorded in CBL for SWCNT volume fraction of 0.2 than 0.1, also 30% and 20% increment observed for CNT volume fraction 0.2 to 0.3 and 0.3 to 0.4 respectively. so study shows that, though increment in SWCNT volume fraction increases the buckling resistance, maximum intermediate drastic increment were found with 0.1 to 0.2 SWCNT volume fraction use. Table 7 shows the effect of dimensionless CBL with ply orientation scheme of elastically supported laminated composite beam, V cnt =0.1, (K 1 =2000, K 2 =200, K 3 =100), aspect ratio of 100, CF boundary condition for N mx 5 load- ing. Under the action of mentioned loading, there is minimum CBL occurs in a conventional two phase composite. If fibers are get replaced by the MWCNT of two phase composites behaves improved results by 11-13% than previous case. The utilization of UD SWCNT and MWCNT dispersed in conventional matrix then reinforced with E-glass fiber as three phase composites shows the maximum CBL. With the ESMWCNTRCLB around 65-70% more improvement observed in CBL than two phase composites, whereas this im-provement is quite high with three phase ESSWCNTRCLB. Results clearly reveled that, the importance and advantage of three phase composite material utilization over conventional two phase composite material.
Parametric Study under thermal loading
For the thermal buckling analysis of ESMWCNTRCLB based on higher order shear deformation theory the com- puter program is generated so as solve numerous problems. Unless stated the individual ply thickness of laminated composite maintained equal. To check the exactness of the MATLAB code, the results of the critical buckling temperature under different boundary condition, for different elasticity ratio with variation in ratio of coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and aspect ratio of 10 are get validated with Ref. [53] as shown in Table 8 . For the study (0/90/0) lamination scheme is used with nondimensional critical buckling temperature (Tcr a 2 α 1 )/h 2 .
The results shows the close agreement with the result available in literature. As discussed in the section 3.2, in case of thermal load buckling also, three phase composite material is get implemented in this section. Previously few literatures were elaborated the effect of elasticity ratio and ratio of CTE over the critical thermal buckling, but no one were explained the variation of SWCNT volume fraction and ratio of CTE with linear and nonlinear case under the polynomial thermal inplane buckling load. Figure 8 (a) elaborate the influence of variation of SWCNT volume fraction in three phase composite with maintaining ratio of CTE under N Tx 1 and CF boundary condition. Study shows that, by analytically thermal buckling resistance can be improved by varying percentage of SWCNT with maintain constant ratio of CTE of material, as shown in Figure 8(a) . About 2 to 2.5% buckling resistance improvement observed with varying SWCNT from 0.1 to 0.4. Figure 8(b) shows that, as ratio of CTE of material get varying from 1 to 4, critical buckling temperature get reduced down by 45% by maintain volume fraction of SWCNT as 0.1. Table 9 explains the effect of different inplane compressive thermal forces over the beam buckling with the variation in SW and MWCNT volume fraction, CTE ratio for beam aspect ratio of 20, (0/45/0) ply orientation and CF support condition. Like the mechanical compressive buckling, in inplane thermal compressive buckling also most CBT found with the N Tx 6 while safest regime with N Tx 5 loading. Table 9 clearly stated the idea of effect of different kinds of inplane compressive loads. Observation shows that, about 2% more critical thermal buckling resistance were obtained with SWCNT utilization than MWCNT as an reinforcement while maintaining constant ratio of CTE. With increasing the ratio of CTE of material, the thermal buckling resistance is get lowered down. So selection of parameters are in such a way that where the required strength against buckling will get achieved. Figure 9 shows the effect of various inplane thermal loadings under CF support with respect to SWCNTRCLB (0/90/0) of aspect ratio 15, SWCNT volume fraction 0.15 and foundation parameter of (K 1 =100, K 2 =100, K 3 =100) over non-dimensional critical buckling temperature. Results shows that, as aspect ratio increases, the critical buckling thermal resistance of the beam also increases. About a 55-56% difference in non-dimensionalised CBT between thick (a/h=5) and thin (a/h=25) composite beam. Figure 10 shows the thermal post buckling mode shapes of SWCNTRCLB under uniformly distributed load, HH boundary condition, SWCNT volume fraction of 0.15, ply orientation (0/90/0), Wmax=0 and aspect ratio of 20. First, second, third and fourth mode of buckling are shown in the figure. First mode started the critical buckling and shows that under first mode beam is more critical. The graph shows the instability in the beam raised with the first critical buckling mode. So buckling mode shows the severity in the critical buckling situation.
Conclusion
Here, thermal and mechanical load induced non-linear analysis of multi walled carbon nanotube reinforced composite laminated beam (MWCNTRCLB) under elastic foundation using higher order shear deformation theory and von Karman kinematics is carried out. The study shows the uniqueness in itself, because, first time three phase composite material is get utilized along with varying inplane mechanical and thermal loading under the elastic foundation and different boundary conditions. Following are some of the important observations comes out from the performed limited study,
• With the ESMWCNTRCLB around 65-70% more improvement observed in CBL than two phase composites, whereas this improvement is quite high with three phase ESSWCNTRCLB. Results clearly reveled that, the importance and advantage of three phase composite material utilization over conventional two phase composite material. • When fibers are orientated in a inplane loading direction, it resists more as compared to composites who oriented perpendicular to inplane loading direction. So composites are having more longitudinal strength is also get resulted. • Observation clearly shows that with the application of the inplane axially varied N mx 5 loading, maximum value of critical buckling load (CBL) is observed. As compared to inplane UDL, minimum CBL is observed under N mx 2 , N mx 4 , N mx 6 loadings and reverse is true with N mx 3 , N mx 5 loadings. Also, as the orientation angle is get increased, the critical buckling load parameter shows the significant effect. • it is observed that the SWCNTRC beam under CC support possess the highest critical buckling load whereas with SS support possess the lowest critical buckling load • With the case of foundation, when observing the CN-TRCLB then observation shows that critical buckling load get increased by 1.0 to 1.5%, 0.5-1.0%, 0.5% in case of SWCNTRCLB. Similarly in MWCNTRCLB, critical buckling load get increased by 2.5 to 3.0%, 1.2 to 1.5%, 1.0% with the use of foundation parameters. Also with SWCNT and MWCNT use, it shows that SWCNT reinforcing into matrix is more effective than MWCNT because of its structural performance. • It is observed that, as effect of shear foundation increases, the supporting strength of the foundation increases drastically. So Pasternak (shear) foundation stiffness is one of the important parameter in the support/foundation system. • With the DWCNT and SWCNT aspect ratio of 60 and 100, 4.0-4.3% and 0.04-0.05% more CBL is observed than SWCNT. General observation shows that, structural point of view SWCNT is comparably more efficient over MWCNT, but this study allows to facilitate the optional case with DWCNT for certain situation.
With the further readings, SWCNT found to be dominant over the remaining cases • About 2% more critical thermal buckling resistance were obtained with SWCNT utilization than MWCNT as a reinforcement while maintaining constant ratio of CTE. With increasing the ratio of CTE of material, the thermal buckling resistance is get lowered down. Also, as aspect ratio increases, the critical buckling thermal resistance of the beam also increases. About a 55-56% difference in non-dimensionalised CBT between thick (a/h=5) and thin (a/h=25) composite beam.
